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PRESS COJ)iFERBHCE OF GOVERNOR RONJ.\LD RE1':.G.AN 

HELD JP.!>1UARY 2 I 1968 

Reported by 

Beverly Toms, CSR 

(Thjs rough transcript of the Governor's press 

conference is furn1.shed to the members of the Capitol press 

ccrps for their conveni~nce only. Because of the need to 

get it to the press as rapidly as possible after the 

conference, no corrections are made and there is no guaranty 

of assolute accuracy.)-

---000---

Happy New Year• l!o opening 

statement or resolutions to announce. 

Q Governor, can you give us your reasons for letting 

your Public Health Director go or not re-appointing him? 

Well, Dr. Breslow left us to take a teaching assign-

ment at u.c.L.A. I was called by someone at the University 

asking if it would be embarrassing to us if we would resent 

them offering him this. They sought him for this Professor

ship, and I said what I would say about anyone info~vernment, 

we wouldn't stand in l::heil:"Way·or 'in.his:,way if he wanted 

to accept such position. 

Q Well, I understand, though, that bad you offered to 

re-appoint him he would have stayed. 

Well, let·~e say this, in a term appointment here 

of Dr. Breslow there is no question but that there was a 

philosophical difference. He himself has expressed that 

he was not in sympathy with the philosophy of this admini

stration and this would have certainly been t2ken into 

cors ideration. I think that when you take office in an 

administration you are going to try to implement your 

beliefs in the things that you random. 

Q Governor, it•s also been said that four of your 

top advisors urged the retention of Or. Breslow against you 

and you did not take their advice. 

A I don't know who those would be. There never 

was very much discussion about this. 
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Q 

A 

Was he told that he would not be re-appointed? 

I don't know whether he had been told that or not. 

We round-tabled this with Spencer Williams and with some 

other people just as ·we would about any term appointment 

that was drawing to a close and we were aware of this 

philosophical difference. Now, whether he had been told 

before he accepted the assignment or not, I don't know. 

Q What is that philosophical difference, Governor? 

A Well, I think that it's very obvious, in his 

own words, that he believes that Government has a -- should 

play a greater part in certain areas, in the social structure 

than X believe, and that Government should play -- have a 

greater control in the field of medicine than I believe it 

should have. 

Q What is it doing now, the State Government, that 

you would like to see it not do? Is it doing anything 

that you would like to see it not do in the Public Health 

matters? 

No, I must say that he -- he certainly -- there 

was no out\'-:tard friction of any kind. 

Q Governor, actually wasn't Dr. Breslow asked last 

December or January to resign? 

A I think this is true, yes. 

Q And generally, how do you feel about term appoint-

men ts? Do you think a Governor should be able to come in 

and name all his own people? Governor Brown had several of 

these term appointments eliminated and made purely pleasure. 

How do you feel about it? 

A I would hesitate to get in now as to where I 

think there might be any changes because I haven't given 

it that much thought. I don't think this should be 

changed, frankly, I think there are a number of them that a 

term appointment is a good protection against injecting 

politics into certain areas of Government. 

O Governor, speaking of appointments, is there any 

activity in the realm of your Finance Director leaving? 

A Not that I know of. 



Q Would you get back to Breslow for o moment. 

you think that the circumstances under ~:rhich he left, 

because his is a rather specialized p£ofessional field, 

may make it difficult to find a replacement for him? 

Do 

A Well, I shouldn't think so at all. As a matter 

of fact, Dr. Breslow had a number of very fine offers that 

he was interested in, and -~ 

Q In terms of hiring a replacement, do you --

might it be difficult to find a permanent replacement for 

him? 

I doubt that. ~To, we are going to do our best 

to find one and I'm sure we will. 

Q Governor, is there any truth in the report that 

you are planning further cutbacks in the field of Public 

Health in the coming year? 

Well, I don't know what you mean by fUrther cut-

backs, actually. 

Q Beyond your 10 per cent reduction that you attempt-

ed last year in all departments. 

A Well, that 10 per cent cutback was in those 

areas that are subject to administrative control, and we 

were talking plainly about the administrative overhead of 

departments. We were not talking about the reduction in 

the actual expenditure, as far as, let's say, the payment 

to people, in the service to people is concerned, and we 

were quite successful. The 10 per cent came out about 8 

and a half per cent. What are called cutbacks usually 

are reductions in the increases that are asked by each 

department, and as ! said the last time I was in here, 

there is no question but that we are not out of the woods, 

that we are going to have to cut back on the increases that 

have been asked by every Department of the State if we are 

to have a balanced ~udget this year,, but I_'m sure :that 

that's something that happens every year, also, that each 

Department asks for more than it knows it is going to get 

or it can get. 

Q Were there any specific economies th2t you are 
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contemplating in Public Health that the Dr. Breslow objecteB 

to? 

Not that I kno-v.r of. This, I'll suggest that 

you take up with Spencer Williams. 

Q Governor, you say you are going to have to .cut 
... .-

pack on the increases asked by every_DeEartment of S~ate 

Do you mean that -- have you arrived at a 

· specific figure or are you cutting back by five per cent 

or 10 per cent or anything across the board in that 

connection this year? 

yet. 

No, nothing of that kind, and I'm not prepared 

·we are, as you know, still putttng t11e final budget 

figures together, so I'm not prepared to say anything about 

that or go into detail on the -- on the budget. But it 

just-- as we fpund out last year and have already found out 

th:is year, when each /apartment submits what it could do 

it is an understandable thing, I think any Department gets 

to seeing all the problems to be solved and reaction is, 

if we only had "x" amount of dollars we could do the whole 

job and everything all at once. Well, there aren't "x" 

amount of dallars for each Department unless you are 

going to eliminate somebody or take it away from somebody 

else. 

Q Governor, in your final Task Force report, did 

the "WC>rking committees make any specific recommendations to 

you on budgetary amounts for next year? 

No -- now wait a minute. I haven't gone fully 

into all of them. As I say, we are putting these together, 

but I don't think -- I think I'd be very safe in saying 

that no, the )iask Forces didn • t actually come in and give 

a flat estimate of what some departments should have. I 

think they gave recommendations as to things trat could be 

done, particularly in the area of overhead and here and 

there gave some estimate of what they thought the savings 

m:ig ht be if these recommendations were implemented. 

Q Governor, are we to understand you are not going 

to ask this year then for a ~ercenta2e cutback in expenses? 
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A No, no, we are going to ask for a number of 

specific things, some of them requiring legislation to 

implement many of these recommendations that we believe 

will result in savings. And again it will be a case of 

these savings will come t? light if they are going to be 

made in the months ahead and in the coming year_ As I 

said to you, I still -- a few weeks ago, I still think that 

while it is true a bud~et every year is going to have to 

go up about seven to eight per cent, based on the just 

normal work load increase, at the same time we mustn't 

let up on our efforts to make sure that ·we start from the 

proper base, that the bud;et is the most efficient, the most 

economical that we can have, and then the increase, ·based 

on that, and I'm not sure we have arrived at that. That's 

why we want to implement so. many of these recommendations 

and this is going to take time. You can't -- you can't 

guess, you can't build a budget on speculation as to what 

economies might be achieved. You have to achieve those 

economies first and find out what you can do, and hose your 

budget: from there, and as I say / I st ill think thct given 

another year we will have much more knowledge and if we 

can get these thirg s implemented we will be able to know 

that we are moving from a proper budget, that it's"been 

as economical as it can be. 

Q Governor, hafour Task Force on taxes reported 

to you yet? 

I know that they are about ready for one. 

·whether this has been brought into Sacrane nto yet or not, 

I don't know. I just ~- I haven't talked to Gordon Smith 

yet this morning, but I know in the next several days we 

will be having it, at least that's my understanding. 

Q The /onsultant to the Task f~rce suggested he 

would recommend withholding personal income taxes-to the 

Task Force .. You don't know that that's in the report? 

No, as a matter of fact, th?t isn't quite accurate. 

In some forum or something he talked about withholding and 

what he felt about it, but this -- I understand in some 
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conversations that have since been held with him that did 

not reflect his total views or his recommenc1ation .. 

Q Did he not say it was inevitable, though, Gover-

nor? 

A I don't know, this was the term th~t was quoted 

in the press, but you could say that on the basis of 

thinking that just from the the pressures he might 

have been saying it regardless of whether he felt that it 

~~s desir,ably inevitable or not.. He might have expressed 

a belief. I'm not -- I'm not that defeatist. 

Q Governor, ~my do you have a pasic opposition to 

~jthholding tax in the f :irst place? 

A / Well, for a number of reasons, on withholding" 

fust of all, one of the reasons about ·withholding is 

that there is a certain amount of dishonesty in what has 

euphemistically been called the recurrent windfall of 

withholding, and the current windfall happens to be the 

knowledge of Government that there will be "x" number of 

or millions of dollars each year that the People will overpay 

by way of withholding and they won't know they have coming 

back, and they won 1 t apply to get it back, and I think 

there is something dishonest in a Government basing its 

revenues on the people mistakenly paying money they d:>n't 

owe the Government. 

v{~cond is a great increase in the administrative 

overhead, and 'third, again, I believe, is the -- philo

sophically as I have said before, I think is the idea that 
Jl" 

as you make the -- as the.Government takes over the budget 

in task for a family or a worker and as the Government makes 

this so easy, the Government removes some of the individual 

citizen's concern over how Government money is spent and 

how much taxes are going up. There is even an inflationary 

tendency in withholding. T·7e have noticed that as the 

, .. zorker views his check only what 1 s on the front of the check 

and not what's on the stub, that when withholding increases, 

when the tax increases, there is an immediate tendency to 

go in and renegotiate labor contracts and so forth to make 
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sure that nothing happens to that front part of the stub, 

regardless of whether production warrants such an increase 

or not. In other words, to pass on the tax increase in 

the form of increased prices. There are a number of things 

of this kind that I believe make it imperative for anyone 

if they have any regard for this system of ours, for the 

free economy and for the citizen's rights, to oppose some 

o.E these things that look so conveient and easy as, 

never mind, we will make it painless. 

the factors that influences me. 

And this is one of 

Q Governor, one of the major wire serv~s 

conducted a poll of the Legislatorso It apparentiy showed 

that a large majority of them believe that the only WdY 

you are going to get your tax reform program is with an 

accompanying bill authorizing wi!';hholdingo 

Well 3 I tell you, maybe they ought to take a 

poll of the people. Now, this -- this may be true, as 

far as the Legislature is concernedv but I've had a feeling 

'chat my position on withholding was based on the fact that 

the people themselves more or less made this an issue in 

the campaign. 'Wherever I was asked questions, and this was 

in almost every audience that I had, one of the questions 

and up neq~r thf op happened to be the issue of withholding, 

and I came out of the campaign convinced that the majori~y 

of people, and certainly those who voted for me, were 

opposed to withholding. And I think that I'm reflecting 

the will of the people. 

Now, if this changes, and based on their own 

~ucwledge and they have access to all the facts, and the 

People of California have undergone a great change and 

no longer fetl this way, it would be pretty arrogant of me 

to st?nd in their way, but it is equally arrogant of a 

Legislator, and it is equally arrogant of the Speaker to 

simply say that he's going to put on his opinion withholding 

is the price of getting some legislation that is good for 
- -

the State of California, and good for the People, because 

• 

he believes in it and he doesn't care what the People belieV.e. 
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I think it is time that we began caring c- little more what 

the People believe. 

Q Governor, wouldn't you like to perhaps check 

the attitude of the People again this year after the State 

tax increase is -- they have a chance to look at that? 

I 1m perfectly willing .. I 1m always willing to 

find out what the People believe. This is one of the 

purposes of some of our reports to the People, but again 

I don't want the People changing their mind because someone 

has told them that 80 million dollars is being stolen, 

that there are that many cheaters in the State of California, 

because I doubt tr.at that 1 s true. 

Q Well, Governor, if you carry this logic to its 

extreme, the People don't wsnt taxes, period. 

{Laughter) 

No, I could reverse that on you. Po, it would 

be wonderful if we could run the shop free, but the People 

also understand that and I would only refer back to last 

ye~r after we announced the need for the tax increase, 

described roughly what it was going to be, you remember 

there was a television re?ort that gave the financial 

condition of California, what we are going to be needing 

in taxes to put us on a sound fiscal footing, and a survey 

not taJ~en by us, but a publ:Lc opinion survey in California 

revealed that somewhere around 70 per cent of the People 

in California agreed with the tax increase and said they 

understood the necessity for it. I just happen to believe 

that if the People have the facts, the People make pretty 

correct decisions. 

Q Governor, on 'l.:·rithholding, maybe you could 

clarify something. In your year-end ne·ws conference, 
. a·f-
~ one po int you say that you are not convinced that a 

substantial amount is being lost by not having withholding, 

but you add that you could ..,._ this could be P!oved, that 

there was a substantial amount being lost, that the 

responsible position would have to be a review of with-

holding .. Is this what you meant, are you leaving yourself 
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a leeway there? 

No, I'm nnly saying this, that if these charges 

which I think are a little wild on the other side, if 

they could be substantiated and if it ~~s plain that there 

was no other way to prevent this leakage, that anyone with 

any responsibility ~~uld have to review his position 

because obviously if there are tm t many dishonest citi

zens and I just find it hard to believe that -- if there 

were, then you don't e:g:pect the honest ones to subsidize 

them. Although, sometimes I get a little amus:ed at 

some individuals' concern about whether the People are sub-

sidizing someone else when they don't seem to be concerned 

about a number of very obvious _subsidies_ tha:t are going on, 

but the the thing is, as I said, we have already launched 

a study of a method of checl(ing and trying to find out 
is 

as accurately as possible what/the ,Eercentrul§l of tax 

defects. And also to find out is there a method, if 

we can find out the amount, a method of -- by way of 

checking, of cor~ecting this, and getting that with:::>ut 

going to withholding. If we could do it without t't1e 

vast administrative overhead, we seem -- it would seem 

that we would take c:rway the principa 1 argument that 1 s 

being used by the advocates of withholding. 

Governor, in this whole matter of withholding 

and attacking the Speaker here this morning, are you 

suggesting perhaps that he's engaging in dirty poolq 

political blackmail or what? 
;(. 

irJell, now xou 've used a lot of words there that 

I haven't used. 

(Laughter) 

I didn't think it was an attack .. I just 

pointed out that I have based my position on 'What I thought 

was the feeling of the People, and the Speaker as well as 

some others who seem so completely dedicated to getting 

withholding by fair means or foul, have seemed to be 

concerned with their own position and theyh1ro'en 1 t the 

backing thcit I have or the belief that I have, that this 
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reflects the will of the People. 

Q Governor, you said that your number one goal 

for '68 would be tajc reform? 

Yes. 

Q Now, by tax reform, are you speaking a1:out 

property tax relief or are you speaking about an improper 

structure in the State taxes thBt you want to change? 

A Well, we have to deal with the State tax struc-

ture, that's our responsibility, but certainly you know 

my feeling about property tax. I happen to be one that 

believes that it is outmoded in our society or our economy 

as a source of a large amount of revenue, and I wouJd hope-

I haven't seen it, but I would hope that any tax reform 

to the State level could lead to a real reform, the find-

ing of other sources of trnc that are more equally distri-

buted than the property tax. 

Q l\1':hat are some of the parts of the State tax 

structure that bother you that you 1 d like to see reformed? 

Well, the ma in thing is I want to -- I want 

to find out and again it is a case of learning where taxes 

tlct ·we might be de1')endent on now are regressive, where 

they are working against us having a good economy. The 

tax structure is one that as ·we know has gro·wn through the 

years and this is pretty true of Government everywhere, and 

it's grown, emergency measures have been taken when there 
4,4,,./ 

A.~ been a deficit situation. 

on an; new sources of revenue., 

They simply have added 

There's been very little 

study as to -- as to ·which are the ones that show the 

greatest return in proportion to the cost of collection 

and administration. And it is -- I think it is high 

time that we sit clown 'irTith the basic rules of taxation 

cis we know them and find out where we are ignoring --

perhaps it would be better to increase one single form of 

taxation that is completely and widely distributed and 

elimin2te several smaller taxes that are cumbersome, 

that are costly to college and that are nuisances. This 

is the sort of thing that you think of in terms of tax 

reform. And to have a tax system that's geared to the 
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economy so that it -- it goes up, the gross revenue, 

·without increasing the rates over and over again, that 

it keeps pace with the economy,. that it doesn't have you 

constantly going back asking for a change in rates. 

T1:e businessman and the individual should be able to base 

his planning over a reasonable period ahead on the assump-

tion that he knows how many peonies out of each dollar 

are going to be ta1~en as the cost of Government. 

Q Governor, ·would you be inc 1 ined to include an 

oil severance -t:ax in .your tax re,[orm package? 

A Well, I'd rather discuss this once the tax 

reform comes in and we know what we are talking about .. 

Q Have you given this kind of tax any thought 

yourself? 

A Actm lly I've -- I mtb.st say I've been waiting 

for the tax reform thing to come in. I think it would be 

dangerous for me to start making up my mind in adv<"nce 

or picking out areas .. I'd ~ather wait until I see what 

this-- this group has presented to us. 

Q Where do y9usu.s.pect the greatest inequities and 

inefficient taxes are in State Government, just your own 

personal suspicions. 

A Well, again I have -- I've hesitated to specu-. . 

late on that, either. I would want to -- I'd Bather wait 

till we know what we are talking alout and have some 

specific recommendations here to discuss. 

Q Governor, a number of the Legislators of your 

own party have sided ·with the Speaker on this ~ithholdi~g 

issue or, as a matter of fact, been out in front of him on 

it. Do you include them in your charge that they are 

seeking to feather their own nest, so to speak, and don't 

know what the People want? 

A Well, now you say number, I don •t know how many. 

I haven't met with them. 

Q Well, those that do .. 

A I plan to do that in the near future. Perhaps 

it is just that they have been listening upstairs instead 
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of downstairs. Maybe we will have to talk to them and lay 

some of the facts before them, and see -- or perhaps they 

have some facts to lay before us. Theyliave 1:>een talking 

to their constituency. I'll be very happy to listen if . . 

the People have changed. 

Q Bas Assemblyman Veneman discussed the withholding 

tax issue with you? 

No, but I have a hunch we will very shortly. 

(Laughter) 

Q Can we go1J~ another subject? 

Q I hav+ne more question. A f~J moments ago 

you referred to a pub:1ic opinion poll, you said not taken 

by you, which showed s~ppott of your proposals last year. 

If this same public opinion poll should come back to you 

this year encouraging wi:!:hholding, would you tend to take 

another look at withholding? 

A I have already said that if I'm -- and also 

if this public opinion poll is taken on the basis of the 

People having all of the informationo In other words, 

Having the information, if the People mistakenly accept 

some figure of "~c" million dollars, whether it is 80 

million or whatever, as being stolen from them by people 

't'.iho are cheating on their :Lncome tax, I would not consider 

that poll very reliable" I would want to knO'tr7 that the 

Peo9le had access to the information as well as it could 

be determined as to what is this factor. In other words, 

that they would know -- I'm quite sure if you simply went 

out to the People and convinced them that they were losing 

80 million dollars a year by this device, they could--

there could very easily be a change in their opinion. 

But f5.rst of a 11, let 1 s make sure we are telling them the 

t rt.1th. Let's make sure whether it is 80 million or not. 

Q Do you know for yourself whether it is or not 

80 million? 

No, I said, this is the th_ing that yve are 

trying to find out. We believe that tl1ere are ways of 

finding this out and coming closer to it on a check basis, 
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and we are undertaking such a study and we don•t think 

that we should rush into this great change because once 

you get i't, -- I doul:>t that you 1 11 ever repeal it. I 

doubt you could ever get it -- you could ever go back 

to the other way, so before you take this step, isn't 

it worth waiting a ,.,hi le to find out? 

I've heard you could go all the way from the 

former Controllelj Mr. Cranston, who just three years ago 

took a comp:etely contrary position to his O't\11'.l party and 

to everyone else, and he was in the Controller's position 

and he said he believed that the amount of money bang 

lost was so slight that it would be more than eaten up 

by the increased administrative cost of withhol~ 

N0\'71 this is not a usual source for me, to get backing 

in my view. But I think it is -- when you can go from 

that and I've heard the figure up to more than a hundred 

million dollars as ;;in esti:c-·ate, I think it is ·worth doing 

a little research to find out just what is the situation. 

Q When do you expect to have a reply on that 

research? 

A I couldn't tell you right now. I haven't --

I haven't checked on where we stand with it. 

Q tiiell, Governor I when you have withholding tax 

v·Jithout forgiveness, you can't call it anything else other 

than a tax increase, can you? 

\ril'ell, withholding without forgiveness, of course, 

this is the big lure of the last several years. It is 

that one-ti.."lle w~_ndfall of getting two years ta:::: in one, 

but there is also a great danger in th~t. Every once 

in a while when you use a gimmick or a one-time windfall 

to solve an L~mediate situation you find that Government 

has a tendency to declare that a normal income year and 

base its spending on that. It :is 1::1.!~e the motion nicture 

business, you know that 19~5, right after the war, they 

had the biggest yeor that the motion picture industry h~s 

ever had.. And that now develops·is the only normal year 

that the mot ion picture industry has ever knO'wn. They 
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base all their figures on it. Well, the same thing is 

Jdnc1 of true of these one-tii."ne q~~micks. Then every 

Department comes in next year w:i.th a budget 1,ased on the 

income of last year and you find you don't have that 

gimmick go irg for you. 

Q Governor, in your program to present to the 

Legislature this year, where does the issue of welfare 

costs range.and have you any specific proposals to make? 

We will be making some proposals on this 

because there is no question but that welfare and all of 

the related programs w~.th it and the area that are 

increasing far more than the normal work load, the normal 

seven or eight per cent increase. Jc,nd there -- there 

has to be an explanation and an answer to California 

going up at a rate that is much faster than any other 

Stet e in the Union in th :i.s regard. 

Q Governor, are you at this time contemplating 

vetoing the Federal gra11:_t to the Qali;fornia Rural 
,,,::.! <::: tJ"" / ~'S:s.,,, .s:::AJ,,, e.-_e_ 

~i~~~~ance !:iea€~e? 

No, as a matter of fact we just received this 

this pr?gram for the coming year as of last Thursday. 

So ·we haven't had time yet to r~ceive what change_s they 

may h2ve proposed or what the nature of the program is as 

it is now proposed. So I don't think it would be proper 

for me to comment nowi- in past experience, until I see 

what it is that they have proposed. 

Q Can you give us your idea~ of the operations 
. ..rL'ef!f.4 / ,,f/r::r,,,s~'/ic ~~ 

of California Rural A.eeiei::eHce· Leaq:ae as it now stands? 

You ~re opposed to it, apparently. 

As it took place in the last year. 'Ne have 

no quarrel -- please be sure of this, we have no quarrel 

with the idea that city or rura 1, our citizens 'Ith o don 't 

have the mea!1s when they need legal a id 0 _that they should 

be denied that: legal aid. They should have it. It 

seemed last year that the number of individual cases of 

the kind that originally caused such a program to be 

established, were lining up and backlogging wh:tle the 
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progr2m engaged itself in -- well, you might say kind 

of. a Legislative process of trying to get Legislative 

changes and reforms in Government programs, and we 

thought that there was an undue emphasis on this and 

sometimes at the taxpayer's expense, when one part of 

Govern~ent f ight.inq. anotheJ!' per€ o.f. Government I and 

".t1hat i's needed and what originally caused the program to 

be established was the need of the individual, was a 

civil action who has to go to Court to obtain back pay or 

regressive agrievance and didn't have the money to hire 
. -

a lawyer. This is \·1ha~c thfrogr~m was establ:is bed for 

anc1 there seemed to be as nearly as we could determine 

lasf year, a great backlog of this kind of case.. They 
were so busy with the other things they weren't taking 
care of these. - -
Q Based on that negative evaluation, would it 
therefore be -- would you therefore veto the program on 
thc:t account? 
A xrm not going to comment until I see the~rogram. 
Q You' 11 h2ve to be making plans for -- v~ry soon--

.._. the <;proposition of your F,avorite Son Deleg?tion.. Can 
you tel~us wh::.t you 1 ll do to make sure that the -- it 
would be Rockefeller, Nixon, Romney representation on 
this? 
A As a matter-of fact, very shortly -- I ~3n't 
g:Lve you the date becaase we are still putting it together, 
a ~tatewide committee will be announced: that will be 
involved in the selection of delegates and I think when 
you see that Statet-Jide committee, it will specik for itself 
as to ·whether we have ~e an honest attempt to cover the 
broad spectrum of the party because we are making every 
effort to do just that. 
Q Governor, when that delegation is formed and is 
at the convention, could you explain to us now they are 
pledged to you as a F~vorite Son for the first 1Ja llot, 
an'd so far as you are concerned~ are they free agents after 
that or will vou attempt to solidify them behind one 
candidate or the other? -
lX I think if you are going to have a Favorite Son 
Candidacy for the pl.1rpose of usi:ag· your strength, your 
state strength and influence to play a part in national 
leadership, I think you are going to make every ef"fort 
to s.ee if you can 1 t operate as far as possible on a unit 
basf!S so that you do have some strength,· so tl-,."at you 
don 1 t just sca'tter and go your separate ways, and there 
have been instances in· the past, both parties·, where 
California has thro·wn a1'1ay opportunities to have some 
influence on the national scene and influence \'1hich 
would the~ follov·Jing the election serve the State purposes 
to the best of ability or the bes't welfare of· the People 
and you try to avoid that. There does come a point, 
of course, where you are not going to insist ori an indi..;, 
vk1ua l delegate going completely contrary to what his 
views may be, but up to that point you-do try to use 
that delegation to bave some -- some national power. 
Q Are you asking for a unit rule pledge from the 
California jel~yates? - · -
A - No, 7ou ,. .... ,ouldn' t ask for tba t again because 
then, as I say, again you might come to the point where 
you have to ask some delegate to go completely contrary 
to his views·. 
Q Thank you, Governor. 
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PRESS CONFERENCE OF GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 

HET...1D JliNUARY 10, 1968. 

Reported by 

Beverly Toms, CSR 

(This rough transcript of the Governor 1 s press 

conference is furnished to the members of the Capitol press 

corps for their convenience only. Because of the need to 

get it to the press as rapidly as possible after the 

conference, no corrections are made and there is no guaranty 

of absolute accuracy.) 

Q 

---000---

(The following excerpt is transcribed out of order.) 

Have you given any thought to Senator Miller 1 s 

resolutions urging that you stay home this session? 

A Yes, I gave a certain amount of thought to Senator 

Miller on that, and I figure I 1 d make a deal with him. I 1 d 

be happy to stay home if he 1 d leave. 

Q Governor, also in your State of the State, you 

referred to the reduction in ~ental health patients due to 

the out-patient clinics that you were going to seek 

additional funds. Would these be greater funds than the 

amount that was cut from the clinics, cutting the clinics ouv 

last year? 

A We didn 1 t cut~ we increased the amount of money for 

regional and local cuts there last year, and we intend to 

pursue this to the ultimate to where it can do the job. 

As a matter of fact, our people in mental health believe that 

if we can continue to expand at that level, that we will 

eventually -- eventually in a few years, get down to probably 

a permanent level, a patient level in the hospitals of around 

13,000 total for the state; that this will represent those 

who require the custodial care. 

Q Just this is more money to the counties for their 

out-patient clinics and not the State? 

A We believe, yes, that this is far -- this was the 

thing. The State clinics were experimental, and in some 

areas they -- they still must be continued. In other areas; 

such as in Los Angeles, for example, where we had three or 
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four State vlinics only handling a few nundred patients, 

and the County had taken over to the place where they had 

18,ooo patients, it was ridiculous for us to continue these 

few experimental clinics. It makes far more sense to 

turn the additional funds over to the ¢ounty. 

Q Have you at all, Governor, analyzed or do you --

are you concerned about the ahsence of applause during your 

state of the State message? What was it, resentment in 

general among the lawmakers? 

A No, I felt a little bit like Lincoln must have felt 

at Gettysburg. 

field. 

I realize I was standing on a great battle-

(laughter) 

Q Governor, do you have any response to Speakyer 

Unruh's reshuffling the ¢2mmittee ~hairmanships and how those 

changes might affect your program? 

A Yes, it would seem that it takes more than a 

change of tailor to change the image of Big Daddy. I think 

he made it very plain, that in spite of any woras to the 

contrary, the Speaker has every intention on the partisan 

basis of blocking a program of the administration, and as I 

said, I think that the People of California deserve better. 

Q Governor, Speaker Unruh has accused you of being 

the driving force in efforts to unseat both himself and 

Senator Burns. What is your reaction to these charges? 

A Well, first of all, it is an awful temptation to 

take credit for it. The truth of the matter is I had nothing 

to do with it. Senator Burns, you can questibn him, you can 

ask him. I talked to Senator Burns. I had some Senators 

in with regard to this only because I felt a responsibility 

to relay it to them, some of the concern that was being 

expressed to me by a rank in file of the Republican Party. 

But I apprised Senator Burns of what I was doing, that I had 

asked no one to vote or to change a vote, that this was a 

Senate affair. With regard to the Legislature~ I'm sure 

that the Speaker, Big Daddy, would like to have this get 

down to a contest between himself and myself, but this isn't 
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true. I didn 1 t know what was going on in the Assembly 

until they came down and told me what the vote was, and I 

must confess, there is a side of me that wished I had known 

a little earlier it was that close. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Governor, why do you call him Big Daddy? 

What? 

Why do you call him Big Daddy? 

Well, I just thought that perhaps some of the 

conduct yesterday and the Committee changes and so forth 

indicate that parhaps it is proper. 

Q Governor, can yµu conceive of any set of circumst 

~ that might lead you to campaign in your own behalf before 

the last of the P,residential campaigns in Oregon or any other 

State? 

A No, no, I can 1 t. I have no such intention. 

This one trip that Mike referred to as my annual trip back 

which I did a year ago, and will do again, and I think is 

rather customary to meet with the -- our Congressional 

delegation, give them the program, tell them what we are 

trying to do and in that one I did make my final swan song. 

I accepted some s~eaking dates, going to and coming from, 

but I have no plans for going out now that the Legislature 

is back in session. 

Q Governor, a two-part question for you, Governor. 

Yesterday in your speech you mentioned the possible formation 

of a couple of committees, one on human resource~J and the 

other on economic development. My two-part question is 

this, who is working on the formation of these committees, 

and will they in any way conflict with Federal, State, local 

or private groups who are working in the eame area? 

A Oh, not at all. As a matter of factJ any such 

committees, this will be round-tables and cabinet decision 

upstairs, but we will anything we do in that line is 

going to be geared toward working with and in cooperation 

with all of these efforts. For example, we certainly 

wouldn 1 t do anything to in any way interfere with the fine 

work that ~Chad MacClellan 1 s group is doing with regard 

to minority employment, and very shortly I hope to have more 
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specific reports on that for you of the success and what 

has been taking place in the Chad Macclellan group~ 

SQUIRE: Any more questions? Thank you, Governor. 

(The following is the first portion of the 

Governor's Press Conference.) 

---000---

GOVERNOR REAGAN: 

survived the holidays. 

Now, everybody looks like they 

Q Governor, was the ommission of any reference to the 

Rumford Law in your State of the State message intentional, 

and if so, why? 

A Intentional only from the standpoint that from the 

time that we said there would be -- that we were considering 

legislation on that, we found that legislation is being 

drawn up. As a matter of fact, several different sources 

and we decided before we joined in we 1 d wait to see what 

was being advanced by others who are concerned with it. 

Q 

A 

And you have no position on it right at the moment? 

We are drawing up no legislation till we see 

what some of this other legislation is going to be. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Mine 1 s on another topic, Governor. 

What? 

Governor 

Wait a minute. 

Well, on the Rumford Act, then, do you favor a --

are you going to press for some sort of a modification of it 

or a repeal of it? Could you state your position on the 

t:y·pe of thing you 1 d like done to the Rumford Act? 

A Well, I think my position hasn't changed. I 

supported the bill as amended last year that failed to 

pass~ which was in fact a modification and that had to do 

particularly with the -- the principle involving the 

individual owners 1 right to possession and control of his 

property. 

Q Governor, who 1 s drawing up this bill that you speak 

of? 

A Huh? 
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Q Who's preparing this? 

A There are several that we are -- that we understand 

are b~ing prepared and we are going to wait and see what 

they come up with. 

Q Senator Smith says he's waiting on you to take 

the lead in this. 

A Well, we will be glad to tell Senator Smith some 

people he can talk to then that are doing this. 

Q Governor, on another topic. A statement from 

the Controllerts office, dated August 25, said that the unpaid 

Medi-Cal bills from last fiscal year were being accounted 

for under last year's expenditures, and yet your Finance 

Director contended up until a)nost the present time that 

those bills represented deficits that would have to be paid 

out of this year's budget. Why did it take almost four 

months to discover that mistake? 

A Well, for part of the reason might be communications, 

but it also must be considered that we still had the six 

months provision the Legislature has now given us the 

permission to change from 60 days, from June 30th till 

January you still had no way of knowing exactly the bills 

that would be presented. If there was an error, it was 

on the side of caution. At the same time, and I'm very 

happy about the fact that it looks now as if we could pay off 

last year 1 s over -~ ~r-charges on Medi-Ca~ that were far 

and way above the budgeted amount, that we can pay them off 

out of last year's revenue. But if this is true, and it 

appears to be, some larg~ part of the credit for this should 

go to the fact of that we were able to reduce the scale of 

spending not only in that program, but in other programs so 

that there was available money from other economies to apply 

to these bills. Now, it is still a happy -- happy fact 

that not one of which I 1m going to be reluctant to take 

advantage, -- the fact that this has been paid, but I would 

also like to point out that the Legislative Analyst as late 

as yesterday testified before the Senate Committee, has said 
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that even though we now have gotten out from under this load 

we still cannot pay for this program in its present shape 

in the future on the basis of our present tax system, and 

this is what we have been contending and will continue to 

contend and why we are asking for legislation. 

Q On the basis that there was an unpaid deficit from 

last year 1 s bill you went to the Supreme Court to appeal 

Judge PerlUss' ruling, called a special session which I 

understand cost about fourhundred thousand dollars. At the 

same time Legislators , were saying all the time that there 

was no deficit and now the Finance Director Smith says yes, 

they were right. Precisely why did it take so long to 

get this information, to find out that it wasn 1 t necessary? 

A You want me to answer your questions or you want 

me to answer your ~tatement? Because your statement is 

somewhat in error. 

Q Why does it take that long to get information which 

apparently the Legislators had? 

A Th~egislators were arguing that the progr~n was 

not over-spending, and this program started out last year, 

budgeted at $151 million dollars. A month before we took 

office it went up to $179.7 million dollars,and their 

estimate, not ours. B~ Spring, we knew it was costing 

$202, and we thought we could make it come in for $202. 

It was apparent as the bills b:~an to come in and the pipe

jin"' this was not so, and we immedi"ltely told not only the 

People but: the Legislature that it wasn't going to end up at 

$202. And it wound up costing $263 million dollars, which 

is more than a hundred million above what had been budgeted 

at the beginning of the year, and almost 62 million dollars 

more than what we had estimated even as late as late Spring 

when we had that crisis and had to ask for additional money 

for the program. Now, the argument that was going on with 

the Legislature was not our deficit, it was over whether the 

program -- whether we were giving them the true figures as 

to whether it was over-spending. In the meantime, however, 

and starting from the first, back in the Spring, Spence 
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Williams began implementing all the economies that he could 

within the flexibility that was given him in the program. 

And I think that he deserves a great deal of credit because 

I think the deficit or the over-spending would have been 

much greater had it not been for those economies. Now, 

he effected them. We closed it out and due to this and 

other economies we have been able -- we didn 1t know at the 

time to pay -- pay it out of the revenues, the accrued 

revenues, which did not and could not be totalled up until 

mid-September. Remember, that in the switch-over of this 

last year to the accrual system, the revenues from July, 

August and half of September, were accrued for the payment 

of last year's bills. Now, once this was over, as I say, 

if we erred, it was on the side of caution, and I would do 

it again, and I think we should do it again. I think it 

would be far wrong of us to simply sit back and let the deficit 

go on so that we could wind up with a doubtful satisfaction 

of saying, "I told you so, 11 at the end of the year. And 

I'm very proud of the cuts we were able to put in. Now, 

we did not call -- and this is where I 1 11 correct your state

ment, we did not call an expensive special session to deal 

with Medi-Cal. We were in special session, called because 

of the need for reapportionment and when the Supreme Court 

decision was handed to us, we immediately put it on the 

calendar and asked the Legislature to give us additional 

flexibility because, as I repeatedly said under the su2rem~ 

court ruling the only flexibility left us is the dropping 

of people from the -- from the Medi-Cal program, which we 

don't think is a -- would be a proper procedure. 

Q Wasn't there information available at the time 

when Judge Perluss ruled against you and you said this means 

we have to cut 160,000 needy from the program and then made 

the same statement and the Supreme Court upheld Perluss? 

Wasn't the information available at that time to show that 

this in fact wasn 1 t necessary and that you did not need to 

cut the program? 

A No. You can argue about that if you want to_, but 
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it isn't exactly true, and I quote again the statement I just 

made of Allen Post. We are talking about this program and 

whether it can logically not just sweep by one year, but 

whether this program can continue. And what we asked for 

was the flexibility to do other than the thing left to us 

by the Sµpreme Court. The Supreme Cour~~n said in 

effect that the only flexibility we had was to drop people 

from the program and we asked that rather than have it 

limited to that, which we do not want to do and did not want 

to do, we wanted the flexibility to do other things. Now, 

part of the economies that resulted in holding down the over

spending, as I said yesterday, in my talk to the Legislature, 

part of this was temporary. The Federal Government knowing 

we were overspending, answered our request and gave us 

temporary permission to relay $13 and a half million dollars 

worth of expense which is required by the Federal Government. 

Now, they can ask us to put that $13 and a half million dollars 

in upgrading of nursing homes into effect immediately. 

And this, as I say, is hanging over us and we can't count 

on that as something we have permanently saved. 

Q Governor, the big amount of money was the $40 

million dollars that came fr©m the school fund. Now, this 

money has been available for some time. Why didn 1 t you 

know in -- several months ago that you could use that $40 

million dollars for Medi-Cal? 

A I'll have to tell you that I didn't know it then 

because I don 1 t know it now. We are still -- we are still 

getting a report on how and where these funds came from, 

and there is controversy now over whether there was this 

$40 million dollars or not. This is what's -- trueJ 

this was ~$40 million dollars that belonged to the People 

incidentally because it resulted from an. increase in their 

property taxes. 

Q But, Governor, your Finance Director said the $40 

million dollars was available, there were no ifs or buts 

at all in his statement. 

A Yes, but since that I'll -- and someone cen 
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correct me if I'm wrong -- 1sn 1 t this true, we are still 

oheGij;ing on that, as to whether the 40 was part of the fund 

that we had available, that did make it possible to pay that 

off or pay that overcharge. 

Q 

all, then? 

A 

VOICE: The Director's final report is not in. 

He suggested that this is a probability, referring 

to the 40 million dollar :school fund. 

Was there a question there may be a deficit of 

No, no, we are checking now, on trying to get a score 

for you, a more accurate score of where these fu..~ds came froml 

Q Gordon Smith indicated, Governor, in a conference 

with several reporters that the economies were known before 

this Medi-Cal ~~s added to the special session. Are you -

are you saying that he was wrong in any way in saying that? 

That all of the economies were known before the special 

session -- Medi-Cal was put on the session? 

A No, I'm saying -- I, myself, have been saying 

that we believe we achieved $23 million dollars in other 

economies. You've heard me on a number of public addresses 

use that figure. But you've also heard me at the same time 

say that in attempting to reduce the cost of Government by 

effecting economies, you cannot base your budget or your 

planning in advance on the economies you hope to make. 

This is one instance in which they -- you have to work and 

make sure that at the end of the year you can look back and 

say yes, this department did operate successfully and 

efficiently at this much less -- lesser money and therefore 

we can now say this economy can on a continuing basis save 

this much money, and we have saved this much. I have 

repeatedly said you have to wait until you save the money 

before you base a budget on it. We set out last year to 

save, as we told you, $20 million dollars. We could hardly 

hav~based the budget we are now on in this year on the --

on the fact, say in advance we are going to. We know 

we can succeed in saving that amount. Now, it seems to me 

that the Legislature -- or not the Legislature, some 
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Legislators are playing some rather political games. If 

we are supposed to be put in the position that we -- at the 

end of the year we can come up and turn back and say, yes, 

we have saved the people this amount of money, w~ll now take 

this into consideration on future budgets, for them to turn 

around and make out as if it is some kind of sin and that 

we would be better if we were able to stand at the end of the 

year and say, well, we spent every dime and we need more 

money. And we are going to continue to implement economies, 

recommendations to the Task Forces. We believe and are 

very optomistic about what we think they'll save, but we 

cannot afford in advance to guarantee they are going to save 

that until we actually operated the government with those 

recommendations and know what we are going to save. 

Q Well, Governor, if you are not sure if you have 

this $40 million dollars in school fund, how can you be sure 

you have enough money to complete the ~Qal obligation? 

A Well, because the accrued funds are in as of 

September -- well, about the middle of September, I don't 

know the exact date. And we now know that revenues that 

were in and we now know the total bill because now anything 

that's in the pipeline now is on this year 1 s budget and not 

on last year 1 s. They aad until January, any bills that came 

in for Medi-Call up until January were on last yearts --

were on last year's Medi-Cal bill. 

Q 

Q 

Can we go to another subject? 

No. 

A Wait a minute, there 1 s some frantic hands here. 

I don 1 tfhink you can. 

Q There is some confusion about this. I don't 

understand, have you paid the $60 million dollars that wes 

left over from last year 1 s bills? Has that money actually 

been transferred to the Medi-Cal fund, the money from the 

school fund and the other $20 million dollars has been trans~ 

ferred and paid out? 

A Yes, the bills are paid. 

Q What is the dispute about then? What can 1 t you 

figure out, where the $40 million dollars crune from? If 
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you already spent it, I don't understand that. 

A Not only -- the only question -- I join you. 

That's why we are trying to get an exact report of where and 

what totalled up the funds that made it possible for us 

when when we didn't -- when there was great doubt in our 

mind. 

Q You paid the money, but you don't know where it 

came from? 

A That 1 s right. 

Q You ptid the money, b t you don 1 t know where the 

money you paid came from? 

A That 1 s right. We know that the revenues ---

we apparently know that the revenues that came in acnrued 

were just about what had been estimated. Therefore to 

have money for this unexpected -- well, not unexpected, 

but this overage in the cost of Medi-Cal over and above what 

everyone had hoped it would cost or thought it would cost 
(:_,;ry~ 

had to then obviously ~ from increased efficiencies and 

economies in the running of the government, funds from 

other programs that didn't go over, but went under, as a 

result of economies that were implemented, and we are 

trying to find out exactly. Now, I was convinced myself 

that part of it had to be the $40 million dollars from the 

school fund when the accountants tell me, hold up on that, 

wait a minute, until we check. Then Itm going to wait 

until I check. 

Q The money, the dispute then is not over whether 

the money has been paid? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

No, there is no dispute over that. 

Where you got the money? 

Where it came from, that 1 s right. 

Governor, can we move to another subject? 

Now, wait a minute. 

Governor, was Mr. Smith then premature in saying 

that $40 million dollars was available? 

A 

report. 

Well, 1111 let you know better when I get that 

It may be that he was right on the nose with it. 

Of course, someone else in the Department said wait a minute, 
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let's check further on this -- over in the budget department. 

I'm going to wait and check further. 

Q Is th~ $40 million actually needed -- I 1m sorry, 

is the $40 million actually needed, whether it is there or 

not? Isn't it probable that you are not going to need to 

use the $40 million? 

A Oh, no. No, now wait a minute. According 

to the Controller's report, the year-end report which is 

now in on total revenues, and total expenditures. 

Q Of 166? 

A Yes. we have finished out the year with a few 

million dollars, tiny, like one-tenth of one per cent or 

something surplus over and above the expenditures. So 

that no, the money has been used. Otherwise we'd have 

$40 million surplus. 

Q But you ..:.;..."he said on the 25th of August that 

that bill had already been accounted for in the previous 

year's expenditures and you still had a surplus. 

A Well, look, why don't you go ask him inste.rd of 

telling me what he said and then asking me to comment on 

what you say he said. 

(Laughter) 

Q Governor, next week you are going to be leaving 

on another fund raising --

Q Wait a minute, are you all done on Medicare? 

A Now, wait a minute, our lady over here. 

Q Governor, there is one contention that the two 

sources of funding Smith announced were not touched at all, 

but that the deficit was paid out of last year's budget. 

Can I get a clarification of this was paid out of last 

year's budget, the surplus and then we in fact wound up with 

$9 million dollars surplus on top of that and that we will 

have $61 million dollars more in this year's budget. 

A 

reduce 

No, because we were no, we never -- we couldn't 

we did -- in the $305 million dollar budget for 

this year for Medi-Cal we did factor in some amount on the 

belief that we would be stuck with bills that were in the 
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pipeline in this six-month period, and so there will be due 

to the economies that Spencer Williams put in and due now 

to this being paid off, we have got a good chance of coming 

in some millions of dollars under the $305 for this year in 

Medi-Cal. But that was because we had in the beginning 
---~ 

factored in into the budget the possibility that we would 

still have some deficit from last year. 

Q My question, though, was that deficit paid out of 

last year's budget? 

A Yes, out of the accrued revenues as of the middle 

of September, we knew that the revenues were there, yes. 

Q Governor, you are going to be leaving next week 

SQUIRE: Wait a minute, there is a couple of 

more Medi•Cal. 

Q Can I ask one more JVledi-Cal question. This year 

we are spending something less than $305 million dollars 

and your Finance Director and I suspect you agree with this, 

has said that -- that funds for the expenditures for next 

year, unless there are some controls put on it, will reach 

more than $400 million dollars. 

A This is what? 

Q What level would you like to see the Medi-Cal 

~x~enditures at in the next fiscal ~ear? Would you like 

to see it $300 million dollars next year or $400 million 

dollars next year? Have you arrived at a figure? 

A You are asking me now to express what could only 

be a hope without the knowledge ~ the people that have 

to run the program. Itm almost fearful of saying out loud 

what is the great imponderable that hangs over us, because 

it is almost like an invitation. The truth of the matter 

is in this program, unless it is corrected, we estimate that 

only about half of the people in California who are eligible 

are taking advantage of 1t·so far, and this is like waiting 

for the fellow upstairs to drop the other shoe, There is 

really no way. We took the bills at the last cabinet 

meeting -- or before this last one, took the bills from one 

of the largest counties in the State, the monthly bills as 
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submittedJ and for anyone to be able to -- remember, this 

program has only been in operation two years -- for anyone 

to make an estimate or a proposal ahead and we have to always 

deal in estimated revenues and estimated costs till the end 

of the year -- I think it is remarkable that they: have been 

able to come within about one half of one per cent of 

estimating those things, back for 30 years. But we took 

those bills and one month's bill was three times the subse~ 

quent month's bill. The next bill went up another seven 

million dollars over this smaller one. They fluctuated 

that much. There is no pattern and there is no time for 

us to know what's going to happen. 

Now, the other thing, as I made a pledge yesterday 

to the Legislature, I'll make to you. I realize that part 

of the confusion has been when we have alternately talked 

in terms of the whole budget figure for Medi-Cal which is 

paid in part by the Federal Government, the County and the 

State, and we have -- and then this is where the $810 

million dollar figure came in, and suddenly the $800 we 

were talking down at $300 million or we are talking 

$60 million overage. There is confusion between talking 

the whole over-all figure and talking what it actually costs 

the State. From now on I 1m going to talk in what actually 

costs the State, but I would like to also point out to you 

if we seem to have been overly cautious on this, to save 

the State any money, we have to make between two and three 

times the dollar cut in the administering of the program, 

because to -- we can 1 t just cut the State 1 s expense and the 

Federal Government and the County will go on spending. It 

is on a matching basis; so to save 35 or 40 cents for the 

state we have to cut the program by a dollar. But from 

here on, as I say, I 1m going to talk to you in the terms of 

whati~the State's spending and the State's budget and we 

will let the Federal Government and the counties worry about 

theirs. 

Q, 

A 

Governor, if we could --

You want to get me out of town next week. 
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ahead. 

Q Governor, you'll be leaving on this trip next week, 

fund-raising speeches for the Republican party. I was 

wondering have you been approached by anyone at all in the 

Republican State organization from New Hampshire for any 

speeches between now and middle of March? 

A If I have, I don't know about it and if I had, 

I can tell you the answer would be no. 

Q You would not. You would not accept an invitation 

to speak in New Hampshire? 

A No. 

Q Will you explain why? 

A Huh? 

Q Will you explain why? 

A Yes, because I 1 ve done everything in the world I 

can in New Hampshire to stop that -- an attempt at a mail-

in camp~ign and so forth, or a write-in ca,wpaign, and I 

certainly wouldn 1 t stick my neck out by going there and 

opening up a lot of cans of peas that I think we have managed 

to keep the lid on. 

Q Governor, is there any particular reason why you 

would not speak in New Hampshire yet you -- I think you have 

spoken in Wisconsin and other States where primaries are 

coming up? What separates New Hampshire? 

A It was a long time in advance of any primaries 

and as a matter of fact, as I told you earlier, the fund

raisers I've done have been at the -- the locales have been 

chosen pretty much by the Senate and Congressional Campaign 

Committees on the basis of where we have the greatest need 

and where we can do the most good, and on some of those I 

said that I would -- if we were going to be in the sensitive 

spots of that kind, that the only way to do it would be to 

do it so far in advance that wouldn't in any way be a factor 

in a primary. But I would also point out that the one 

you named, the Wisconsin one, actually was a commitment made 

before they had changed their primary system. Wisconsin 

was no problem to us, they hadntt adopted a legislation that 
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put them in the category of those other two States at the 

time we accepted the date. 

Q Governor, you said in your speech yesterday that 

you expected to see the Task on taxes yesterday 

afternoon. Did you see it and does it contain a recommenda-

tion for a food tax? 

A The Task Force report was delivered at 4:45 

yesterday afternoon. I 1m not going to go into detail about 

this because obviously between then and now there 1 s been no 

time to go into this, and study it. It is a broad -- it 

was not a report in the -- in Legislative form. In other 

words, they did not return to us a proposed bill for tax 

reform. They gave us in broad terms a study of our present 

tax structure and then alternatives and proposals as to 

making our tax system -- gearing it to our economy. I can 

tell you that they have in their they have pointed out 

how a broader based sales tax, coupled with a reduction in 

the rate of the sales tax and coupled with an actual cash 

rebate to the people in the lower income brackets at the end 

of each year, a flat rebate of the tax, could make that tax 

more equitable and reduce or remove some of the regressive 

features which now make it a little out of proportion in the 

lower income tax brackets in its present form. But we have, 

as I say, just received it and will go into the study of 

this whole report and go to legislation, accordingly. 

Q In your speech yesterday you also said the State's 

concern should be to see that each citizen pays the same 

percentage of his income on State and local taxes after his 

payment of Federal Taxes. You mean as part of your tax 

reforms you will seek to abolish the graduated features of 

personal income tax? 

A No, and I was very interested to see that some 

people, Assemblyman Warren and some others. perhaps the 

Speaker, jumped to that conclusion. I thought that I had 

said it plainly, but maybe I didn 1t make it plain enough. 

I used three examples of the property tax, the sales tax and 

the personal income tax. No, the idea is that in the over-
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all State tax structure, it should be on a proportional 

basis. Now, there are some taxes that just cannot help 

but have regressive features, and these then are countered 

by some that would have progressive features, so that the 

sum total comes out on the QFOEortional basis. What I 

was trying to point out, and as the Task Force has recom-

mended, the State cannot join the Federal Government, 

either cannot join it or counter it in its open and devoid 

use of the tax structure at the Federal level to redistribute 

income. The State has to be dn a different basis or you'll 

have capital and labor moving out of the State in large 

numbers. So if -- if you have a percentage of the total 

income of your State after the Federal tax has been paid, 

a percentage that then must go for the State government, 

then it behooves you to see that your total tax structure 

is so arranged that it is proportionate and that you donit 

find someone with an $8,ooo a year income paying 15 per 

cent of his income while someone at a much higher income 

only pays 5 per cent of his afteFtax income for the support 

of the State. They should pay a proportionate percentage. 

Q Governor, aside from the Tazk Force report, do you 

have any personal feelings or opinion on extending sales 

~to food? 

A The only way that I could see broadening the 

base would be in the context in which it is outlined there. 

The context of making this a more equitable tax and removing 

the regressive feature. At the moment, some elements, 

segments of our society, organized labor for one, has been 

constantly opposed to a~sales tax on the basis that it is 

regressive, and they have tried to -- we have tried to 

cure the regressive, or help the regressive feature by 

exemptions. Now, if someone could show you a better way of 

doing it and that you would actually benefit the lower income 

groups and make it more equitable by broadening the base, 

then I would think this is something we should give very 

great consideration to. 

Q What is the do you favor a sales tax on food? 
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A W ·~ 1, I thought I just answeJ 1 that question, 

I'm favoring a sales tax that can in any way, as I said, 

if broadening the base of the tax can be used in such a 

way, coupled with rebates and lower rates and so forth, 

to make it less regressive, to make it more equitable and 

that the lower income people are not paying a disproportionate 

share, then as I said, I think we ought to look at that very -

and consider it very seriously. 

Q Did they mention only food, because there are many 

other 

A No, they did not. They mentioned a -- a wide 

broadening of the base. 

Q Governor Reagan, would not spreading the sales 

tax to food or groceries be more regressive than what we 

have at the current time? Would not it penalize the 

people who can least afford to pay? 

A If you kept the present rate and spread the base 

of the tax without the other elements being introduced, yes. 

This is-- the exemption, the necessary. Like food was 

only brought about by to mitigate some of the regressive 

features. As I say, if there is a better way of doing it 

and there very possibly could, according to figures that 

have been presented, it is possible that you could broaden 

the base and using the rebate system remove the regressive 

features that might that do now exist in the present tax. 

Q Governor, how would you rebate? 

A Very -- oh, one simp~ suggestion simply would be 

be a claim up to a certain income level, a claim filed 

with the Income, State income tax return, and thus those 

who pay no income tax would still file a return in order 

to get the guaranteed rebate. 

Q Governor, you said yesterday you wanted to increase 

the contribution to the State Water Project. 

Q Can we stay on taxes? 

A Somebody on taxes, yes, sir. 

Q Did the tax reform recommendation have any consid-

eration of braadening of the 12ropert~ tax base, such as 
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removing the church exemptions, the veteran's exemptions? 

A Well, again, I just received it. I 1 ve talked 

the little bit that I've been able to glance at it here 

so far. I know that all I can tell you is that generally 

and I don't know the details, apparently from what I saw 

in the brief glancing at tt, their report recognized that the 

most regressive tax in California is apparently the real 

estate property tax, particularly in the home owner. That 

here the small home owner, the low income people are paying 

a completely disproportionate share of the cost of government 

and so I gather from those remarks that in their recommenda

tions they are going to deal and in that report are dealing 

with changing this. 

Now, what method they are going to us to change it, 

substitute other taxes and so forth, I don't know, because 

we still haven't been able to do more than glance at it. 

Q One of your objections to withholding has been 

that many citizens would not realize they had money coming 

back at the end of the year. Wouldn't the same objection 

apply to your s~les tax rebate? 

A No, I think there is a great difference. I think 

someone who's paid an income tax and has overpaid has no way 

of -- other than his own_, he has to sit down and compute 

and try to figure and know the law enough to know whet:te r he 

has a rebate coming. That is a little different than the 

People of California, if such a thing as we are talking about 

went into effect, the People of California being told every

body up to 11 x 11 number of dollars has "xu number of dollars 

coming each year from the State; and all you have to do is 

file a State income tax return to get it. I think this 

is a great difference and I think the responsibility would 

be on the State to disseminate this knowledge and to repeat 

it each year and to make sure that the People knew enough to 

send in this return. 

Q Has this tax rebate 2lan been suggested as an alter-

nature in your Task Force report? 

A This is a part of the I thought I made that clear. 
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This is a pa;rt of their discussion of +-1"is Whole thing. 

Incidentally, there are several States in the country that 

already have such a system with regard to their sales tax; 

and I am going to suggest that we do some checking with 

those states and find out how it is working. 

Q 

A 

Q 

Q 

Are you going to make -- can we finish on taxes. 

Except somebody --

He wants to change the subject. 

Please, you are going -- you advocated increasing 

the contribution to the Water Project from the State Share 

of Tideland to $25 million. Does that mean that the money 

which goes into higher educat.ion capital outlay for higher 

education will be dropped the $14 million that you are 

adding onto the Water Project? 

A Well, however it works out, it will not be in 

such a way as to in any way lessen what higher education gets. 

This is a recommendation of our people and I can't give you 

the details as to whether this is all from augmented oil 

income. It is estimated to be up anyway by that time 

or whether it is an alteration of the present divisions 

of it, but obviously it would not be taken from some other 

source without replacing that with the other source. 

Q You would have to replace it with some other 

source of revenue? 

A That 1 s right. 

Q Like tuition? 

A No, high taxes. 

Q Governor, are you going to make your Task I'.'~ 
R.aJ;2.Qrt on t.axaa public and if you are, when are you going to 
do that? 
A Well, I think what -- actually you've gotten it 
aired before we have even had a chance to study this and 
find out. I think that what we would prefer to do is 
probably -- well, I shouldn't say that, I was going to say to 
probably make our -- come out of this with our own recommenda
tion of proposed legislation. But I'm not sure but what may
be we'd rather make plain or make public some of the recommen
dations. We haven't even had a chance to talk about it. 
I mean --
Q Are you going to let us know next week when you 
are going to make that public? 
A All right, yes. 
Q Well, this is a policy matter. On all of the 
Task Force reports has thereJbeen any position taken the whole 
of the report should be ~~public so that the public coulc 
be informed of the flaws and discover remedies proposed? 
A Well, I think you 1 ve got to recognize that in any 
of these things, we get what could be called a working paper 
and I don't see any necessity for the working paper to be 
made public. That 1 s for our use and for our figuring out 
how we can implement and put into effect recommendations. 
And we will make a report of all of the Task Forces public 
but it will not necessarily be the literally thousands of 
£~g~s_.....,~Q.diJ<iRn~;l_~~llQI?9trt ... ~n9. of all the....,i:1ros and cons that 
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GOVERNOR REAGAN: Before we begin, I don 1 t have 

any written statement here, but I ws.rit to say something. We 

had a tteoretical discussion last week bere with regard to the 

Task Force r~:ort on reform of the tax structure. Obv::.c '..13 ly 

we have not hc.d tirne and it wi 11 take a gI'eat deal longe.r• 

than a week for us to completely study and come forth with 

a tax prog::iam. 

that just as we have done with every majo:c, issue d"cu·J.ng i~he 

past year, we will inform and through you the psople of 

California in detail of what it is we are recom~en~~ng, so 

that they will 11ave t:L:;i.e a.s 7,J1.t7 h:..=tve had in tl'~e pa.3t to 

register their agreements or C:U.n<-:g:t"eements with wrn::.tever it 

is we are proposing. But I can tell you the results of 

one week 1 s attention to th~t program now, I do not believe nor 

do. any of us be::.ieve that broa:"'.eni.n.g the base of the sales 

tax to cover food is necessary or desirable to remove or 

correct whatever regressive features there are now in the 

sales tax, and we will not be ~dvoc~~ing extending the sales 

tax to f.ood. 

Q Governor, in your announcement of the Steering 

Committee that is going to set up the Favorite Son Delegation, 

something was said you will ask them to stick till you -

unless you release an order. Does that mean you'll ask 

thew to sign an affidavit like Goldwater in 1964? 

A NoJ I don 1 t think there is anything of tha.t nature 

that's necess9 .. ry and we will meet with this Cornrnittee and 
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then meet with the delegation with regard to how they want to 

proceed as to whether it will be their decision as to 

whether they want to adopt unity rule or not, but we did 

want to establish the fact that we don't want the delegation 

this time to do what has happened in a couple of instances 

in the past, when a California delegation of both parties 

has been still in caucus when the decision was made on the 

floor. We want the California d~legation to be able to 

participate and have a sizeable position in making whatever 

decisions are made. 

Q Governor Reagan, do you have to know Saturday to 

make a decision with reference to the California Rural 
~ ~ ~~f Assistance? Can you give us your decision 

this time with reference to vetoing the federal grant? 

A No, because the decision hasn't been made. As 

you know, we submitted several alterations as we have done 

in a number of OEO programs in the past for their considera-

tion, but in the period between now and when the decision 

must be made, we are·co.ntinuing to meet not only with OEO 

here at the state level, but also in consultation with the 

state bar, which shares our concern about this program. 

As you know, the state bar had opposed the establishment of 

CRLA and then finally went along on the basis of some 

some observances of law cannons and so forth that are 

were included or incorporated in the CRLA setup and the 

state bar is disturb2d because at the mom'3nt that agreement 

has not been lived up to by CRLA, so we are meeting with 

them, we are meeting with the state OEO and this is one of 

the purposes of the trip to Washington. We are going to 

meet at the national level with OEO on this. 

Q Mr. Lorenz in a news conference in Los Angeles 

yesterday called the action you've taken as impossible and 

said he would resign if t.ese restrictions weren't lifted. 

What is your reaction? 

A Well, I 1m quite sure that Washington wouldn't find 

any difficulty in finding someone else to take the job. 

Q Governor, in eliminating this sales tax on food, 

and that you were not interested in broadening the tax base 
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in that area, does that indicate that you would be interested 

in broadenjngthe tax base in other areas? 

Well, now --

What would they be? 

A I could get into a theoretical discussion here every 

week and have to come back the next week and give you a step

by-step program. No, as I said, we've -- that 1 s as far as 

we have gone in any study. When we have -- there were a 

number of alternatives presented in this plan, they didn't 

present a hard and fast plan and I have given you the only 

one upon which a decision has been made as to now. I 

couldn't tell you what -- where we will be going from h:eee. 

Q qovernor, would you find out if there is :ariy 

more questions on taxes. 

A 

Q 

Any more on tax? 

Can you elaborate a little bit on why you decided 

against the food tax? 

A Well, this seemed to be of the greatest interest. 

You made that evident last week and it certainly was one 

that we have had a great deal of experience with, and in the 

state here and we have had a great deal of information on it 

so we we just went at that. 

Q Governor, Speaker Unruh yesterday suggested the 

state take over the administration of welfare which would be 

indirect tax relief for the counties. What is your reaction 

to that? 

A Well, I haven't seen or heard that statement. 

I'd rather wait until I see what it is he recommended before 

I comment. 

Q What is your --

Q Governor, was there any public reaction against 

the sales tax on food as evidenced by :letters to your office? 

A Not that I know of. I didn't see any. 

Q Governor, are you going to make public the report 

of the task force on ~_as well as your other task force 

feports, after you've looked at them? 

A Well, you know, we haven't even discussed that, as 
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to what it is. 

Q You said last week that you'd let us know when 

and if you were going to make these reports public. 

A Well, yes, as a matter of fact, the task force 

reports, along about the first week in February, they 

completely sv.rnmarized, with all the pertinent facts and 

will be made available to you. 

Q 

A 

Does that include this task force? 

Not that I have to tell you, we haven 1t even 

discussed it. This being a study, as it were, without 

specific -- the specific recommendation as was incorporated 

in the other tas1c force reports, in that this had alternatives 

and so forth, we haven't even gotten around to anything about 

that. 

Q Governor, what is it about the sales ta.x on food 

that you don't like? 

A I just don 1 t believe that it is necessary in 

complicated formula to correct, as I say, what regressive 

features -- I believe there are other methods in which we 

can balance up the -- the tax system without going to this. 

Q Does this still include the rebate proposal discus-

sed here last week? 

A Oh, no, that wouldn't be necessEry, as it looks 

now. 

Q On that sa7!1e topic, Assembl~rr;1a:-::. Lan(erman is 

introducing legi ~.lat:1.on to broaden th~ tax base to include 

sales tax on ~a~~e with a local option to vote, to take 

care of local transportation needs. How do you feel about 

that? 

A Well, it is -- as you know from our State of the 

State message, we have under consideration the allowing of 

each one of the areas where rapid transit is a problem to by 

vote of the people decide number one, whether they want it 

and number two, method of financing. 

Q Are you supporting the Larr~rman Bill then? 

A 

Q 

Well, let me see the bill. 
~e:.?J'c!I/ 

Can we get back to the Rural hea~ ef Assistance? 
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A Can we move on now? If we do, I have one question 

here first. 

Q I 1 d like to get back to the delegation since we 

seemed to jump around. That was the second question. 

Didn't Mr. Smith make clear in that release that even though 

they might not have to sign an affidavit that this would be 

a condition of their appointment, that they would stick by 

you until released? 

A 

them to 

No, I saw a copy of that letter, and yes it asked 

this is what prompted the questlon. The letter 

asked them to stay until released, and then as I recall it 

made reference to the fact that regard to the precedures 

then, from then on these would be taken up in a meeting of 

the delegation. Now 

Q Mr. Horan of the federal OEO office apparently 

has rejected the administration's condition that you suggest-

ed. The very fact that this has been rejected at that 

level, still leaving your mind open though as far as a veto 

is concerned? 

A Well, I hope that he is still keeping his mind 

open because we are continuing to meet and meetings are 

scheduled, as I say, with the bar, state bar, :tN with the 

state OEO and at the national level. So I have to assume 

that there is some reason for those meetings. 

Q Governor, on the CRLA, one of your Mr. Clarke 

talked about there not being enough activity for them, they 

shoulen't work in the realm of landmark cases such as the 

~dicare and this sort of thing. Mr. Lorenz said there 

was 11,000 cases that they have handled. 

worth further maintenance of the group? 

Is this not 

A There's never been any quarrel or any idea about 

the maintenance of the group. The idea was to provide and 

we are in favor of legal assistance for the poor. The 

thing that we have criticized could best be described as 

these quasi-legislative matters such as the -- the best 

example is the one with regard to the importation of supple

mental labor last year where they challenged nothing of the 
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state but they challenged the fe~eral government's rule or 

administrative decision on the admission of supplemental labor 

and they were able even though they lost they were able to 

delay the i~portation until extensive damage had been done 

through the rotting of crops in the field, while they delayed 

getting adequate farm labor in here. And this is the --

let me make it plain, there is no quarrel on our part with 

providing legal assistance, legal legitimate assistance for 

the poor and the action we have taken is in answer to a 

great many complaints that we have received from California 

citizens about their inability to get their cases taken care 

of because of some of these other activities which were 

taking up the time of CRLA. 

Q 

chance 

Q 

Governor, to change the subject, have you had a 

VOICE: No, don 1t change the subject. 

SQUIRE: Not yet. 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: All right. 

Governor, in the criteria which you litt for 

continuing the CRLA, you mention that they will have to stop 

their legal activities. Would nuisance legal activites 

in your mind include such aases as the one in which they got 

the courts to prohibit the cuts in the Medi-Cal program? 

A No, I would think that the description I gave a 

moment ago would fit better. I think the action, for 

example, against the Secretary of Labor with regard to the 

importation of supplemental labor was a better example. 

Q Didn't you just -- I'm sorry, didntt you describe 

that as hafrassment though at the time that they first ,,at 

the Perluss decision? Didn t t you use the term 11ha/rassment ? 11 

A I don't recall that I did or not. But you could 

be right. 

Q I wonder if you'd changed your view of that parti-

cular court case in light of the subject. 

A If you are asking me am I in disagreement with 

the decision made by the court, yes I am. 

Q Governor, this is a change of subject. 
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VOICE: No. I have one more. 

Q Governor, if one of your contentions is protection 

of the poor because of going to court, why coulcn 1 t we 

continue the support of the CRLA going against big govern-

ment? You say yourself the big government is so big the 

little person doesn•t have a chance. Isn't this the purpose? 

A No question about a legitimate cause of an 

individual against government, and no one has challenged 

this. As I say, I gave -- I think, a pretty good example 

in the labor matter of what we are talking about. 

Do you support the concept of low-cost --~ 

income housing and grants proposed yesterday by Assemblyman 

Monagan? 

A I haven't had a chance to look at his,bi)l, but 
,~-vt:7L 

I tell you this, the goal certainly fits in ~ my own 

philosophy and what I've been saying. I have chall€nged 

that one of the weaknesses of public housing has been that 

the failure to take advantage of the price of personal owner

ship, that perhaps we could solve -- I have advocated as 

a matter of fact, at least an experiment in providing public 

housing in such a way that the individual winds up with a 

deed to his property instead of simply being a tenant of 

public housing in which there seems thus to be a great lack 

of pride in that public housing, and no concern as to how 

it is abused. 

Q Governor, have you found out yet where the $4Q 

rn.;1).lion dollars~··· came from that paid last year 1 s Medi-cal 

bills? 

A Yes, as a matter of fact we have. We now do 

know that of the amount that was used to pay the over-expenses 

of the -- the excess cost of Medi-Cal, was $40 million of 

the the $40 million that the department of education 

had as a result of the increase in property taxes last year, 

was not doled out to the school districts. The balance 

of it was -- had to be and was the result of the economies 

and the savings that we instituted throughout the year, 

because in truth there was an actual reduction in the 
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estimated revenues for the state due to last spring's 

business slump. So the combination was, as we originally 

stated, the $40 million dollars from the educational fund 

and money in other areas of the operation of state 

government, other departments that was the result of 

economies. 

Q Governor, over the week-end Assemblyman Speaker 

Jesse Unruh accused you of launching what he called a bold 

attack on the elderly and poor in California. 

respond to that latest 

How do you 

A Oh, I think that that 1 s in the context of an 

election year, and I think he knows very well that that's 

an election year oratory and it is not true. I would like 

to have him cite where we have launched an attack on any 

of our citizens. 

Q Governor, how close will the University of 

California come to getting the $305 million it asks for 

and how close will the state colles;es come to getting what 

they wanted in your pudg§t? 

A Well, as there's been in every department, I 

think there will be some reduction. I cantt give you the 

details as of now because this -- the formulation of the 

final budget is still in process, but we have had to make 

cuts, as is typical and I think this happens annually no 

matter who's in this job. We have had to make cuts in 

the original rec-;uests of virtually every agency. 

Q Now that the University Regents Committee has 

come in with their proposal on ~ui!_ionJ have you decided 

how much the state college charge that you are going to ask 

will be? 

A No. As a matter of fact; we are waiting yet to 

see what is going to be the action of the Regents on the pro

posals committee. 

Governor, the University last year took a big cut 

under the theory that it was a one-time emergency and new 

this year they are kind of expecting to return to their 

former base. Will that happen? 
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A Well, remember that a large part of the cut was 

not an actual cut in spending by the University, but was 

their willingness for one year to use Regents funds in lieu 

of general -- of the general fund of tax sources and as 

w~greed then that would not be true this year, we would 

not ask them again. We would from the general fund allo

cate that more than $20 million which they put up from the 

Regents funds and this we are going to do. 

Q Did I understand you to say that the actual 

revenues that the state level left you were less than antici-

pated? 

A Yes. It was a business slump last spring. 

You'll recall we made an announcement at the time that 

that we had to re-adjust our estimates of revenue. 

Q But there was still a surplus in spending, in 

expenditures or money left over to help pay for Medi-Cal? 

A There were other departments that effected economies 

that enabled us to have some money for the one area where there 

was overspending. 

Q Have you had a chance to see, hear or read 

Governor Romney's policy paper on Vietnam that he deliver2d 

yesteraay? 

A No, I haven't. 

So you would have no --

I can't comment on it. I haventt read it. 

I've never been so happy about being ignorant on a subject 

in all my life. 

(Laughter) 

Q Governor, what is your personal reaction to the 

latest purported peace offer from Hanoi? 

A Well, I haven't been able to read too much about 

that. I'd have to be filled in as to the details of it. 

The only thing that I know in these last few days, because 

I've had some other reading to do, is it sounded to me from 

just the leads and the headlines, and you can correct me if 

I 1m wrong, that Hanoi has simply been repeating the same thingf 

if you stop bombing, ~ we are willing to talk. 
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Q Well, the words seemed to be different. This time 

instead of 11 could start talking 1
' they said they "would start 

talking." 

A Well, that's something to be weighed very carefully. 

Q Governor, Assemblyman Thomas· ·has written you a 

letter asking you for a top level meeting of all fish and 

marine officials telling about the dangers of this Russian 

fleet off the coast. Do you share his concern ar.d are you 

going to have a meeting? 

A Well, we have forwarded this en to our own people, 

the proper departments, this request. So far as we have 

been able to learn back we are talking in an area that 

directly involves the federal government and I'm sure that 

we will do some talking about that back in Washington. 

But so far the presence of the JtussiandshiE~ off our shore 

have been outside the 12-mile limit and thereby international 

law, outside of any control on the part of this country. 

Q Governor, during the 1966 campaign, you said that 

your campaign was one among Californians, you were not 

soliciting money outside of California. The group support-
r 

ing Max Raffertl for!3enate, says it is going to solicit 

2 million non-Californians for money for his campaign. 

Do you think that 1 s a good idea? 

A Well, I think everybody has to make up his own 

mind as to his decision hGw he campaigns and what will serve 

his purposes better. Very frankly, it just seems to me last 

year that with a great tourist trade from the other side, 

there was no sense in overcrowding the motels by my bringing 

in some additional people. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Then you have no objection to his campaigning? 

Huh? No. 

You have no objection? 

No. 

Governor, can you tell us what the theme will be 

of your S£eeches in tbis ~our you are leaving on this after-

noon? 

A I wish you'd ... - this term "tour", I'm going to be 
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gone two and a half days and about a day and a half of that 

I'm going to be spending in Washington meeting with our own 

people. I have one speech which I think is an obligation 

to the State of California. I was very greatly honored 

to receive an invitation from the New York Economics Club 

and I think it is a great opportunity to talk about California, 

what we are doing, what our goals are, before some 2,000 

of the leading industrialists of the nation. I think that 

this is at least in keeping with our proposal to try and 

broaden the economic base of California and attract industry 

here. The others are a couple of fund raisers and there 

I will be pretty generally talking the same subject that Itve 

talked in the fund raisers to date, which is party unity, 

and need for us to stick together if we are going to make 

a change in 168. 

Q Governor, can you give us your reaction to the 

latest new Harris poll that shows that you lost some of your 

voter appeal and you now are -- three other Republicans 

are leading you across the nation in possible presidential 

candidates? 

A Since Mr. Harris was referring to voter appeal 

for another office and not voter appeal here in California 

for Governor, I'm not at all distrubed and as a matter of 

fact I can only say that it is a tribute to my unceasing 

efforts to convince the people that I am not a candidate for 

President. 

Q Governor, have you been contacted by the National ---"-
(~/p"'"'V'.tc~; ) 

committee about taking a direct roll in the gonvention, 

such as chairing a committee or making a speech to delegates? 

A 

Q 

A 

No, I have not. 

Would you accept an offer to speak to delegates? 

Well, if -- whatever was presented to me that I 

thought that I could be of help in the convention and help 

the Republican cause, I'd do it, but I'd weigh any invitation 

on the basis of my own limitations and where I thought I 

could be effective. 

Q Governor, there's been a lot of reeent criticism 

of the state borse racing board on a bi-partisan basis, 
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even a suggestion that it be placed under the PUC. 

share this criticism? 

l)o you 

A Well, I -- I have always thought and have known 

and I've been connected with the horse race business for a 

number of years by way of a breeding farm. It has seemed 

to me that by and large for a number of years horse racing 

has been very well run in California, and I would not now 

suddenly jump and think that there had been a great reversal, 

but I would oppose the putting of the race board under 

~uc~very definitely. 

Q Governor, is there any further word on possible 

write-in campaign for you in New Hampshire? Have you heard? 

I know you officially discouraged it, but have you heard any 

more of it? 

A The last word I heard was that -- it wasn't even 

like an iceberg, it didn't even have 10 per cent above the 

surface, that it seems to be virtually at a standstill. 

Q Governor, on the University. Do you -- is the 

report of the Regents Comm1itee on tuition acceptable to you, 

the figure of $156 increase in the way they propose to use 

that? 

A Yes, I could approve this. I tave some reserva-

tions about the -- the methods that have been proposed for 

using the money. I think some of them perhaps are not the 

most effective useof hard won dollars. 

Q On the matter of horse racing, do you have any 

reaction to proposals to ;increase the .§ize of the board from 

tre present three to five or seven? 

A Well, I know we once considered that ourselves, 

and then decided against it because we were looking at a 

pretty proven record of success. I'd have to take a long 

hard look before I 1 d go along With that. Some of the 

proposals to increase the horse racing board have been based 

on the idea that you should begin to have representation of 

all the various elements of racing. And here again, I 

think you can get into quite a clambake. 

Q Would this long record -- this long record of 
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success of the administration of horse race board, do you 

feel that any of their actions in the recent months, since 

the extension bill was passed, might mar that record a little 

bit? 

A Well, actually, I couldn't comment because I just 

haven't paid that much attention to that. 

Q Governor, by what date do you expect to have your 

budget before the Legislature? 

A You know, tomorrow morning you are all going to 

get a briefing from our controller here, Hugh Flourney 

and from Gordon Smith, the director of finance on the finan

cial situation, and I wish you'd wait and ask that question 

to him because I just didn't bother to find out what date 

we are planning on entering it. 

Q Governor, would you clarify your out-of-st~~e 

speaking p~an~ for the rest of the year? 

A As I said last week, I have no -- no plans for 

making any trips. I have talked and been approached by 

our neighbors Jack Williams in Arizona, and Governor Laxalt 

in Nevada for possibly doing something as they have done 

for us back and forth across the border, which would mean no 

more than flying over the end of a workirgday perhaps for 

dinner or something, and this I have considered. We are 

working very closely with Governor Williams on the water 

project and we are working equally close with Paul Laxalt 

on the Tahoe problem. They have been gracious in helping 

us. Governor Laxalt has come over rere to speak, that 

sort of thing might take place, but I have no plans and as 

far as I'm -- as I feel now, r•m determined not to take 

any extensive trips of any kind. May I point out with 

regard to this, this seems to be part of the assault from 

upstairs, also. Without -- almost without exception, every 

speaking engagement I 1 ve had has been tied to either going 

to or coming from a legitimate function of my office, which 

was either to Washington, to our legislative session.:as early 

as last year, or to governor's conferences and I don•t feel 

that I have been doing any extensive touring outside the state. 
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Q Governor, you sort of preferred trains yourself, 

as I recall. Are you alarmed over the proposals of the 

Soutaern Pacific that closed the overland route from here to 

Chicago, no passenger service? 

A Well, I'm always alarmed about the decline of 

trains. I always feel mayee they are giving up too soon 

because I still have a dream in my heart that one day I 1m 

going to get back on a train again for a long ride across 

country with no telephones and a locked door. And I'd 

hate to find out that when I e:ventually do get the time 

th:re won 1 t be any to ride on. 

Q Governor, on this out-of-st~te t~aveling! how 

long does that last, through the legislative, through 

June, through the year or what? 

A Certainly through the legislation session. 

sure I'll leave the state nextAugust. 

Q Governor, General Ames, the Commander of the 

I 1m 

military department is back east now reporting on how the 

national guard operates in California to control riots and 

disorders. And there's every indication that the California 

national guard is preparing for more riots, particu1arly 

this summer. Are you aware of this and is the aqministration 
,,,,tJ&Af-~ 

preparing to contra~ riots, if so, if they ~~ out in 

California? 

A I think the very fact that he's back reporting on 

that is the indication that in someone's mind California 

must have had a very adequate and esteeffiable plan for that. 

We hope that they won 1 t happen and we are going to continue 

to do the things that we hope will prevent their happening, 

but from the very first and at my insistance we have had a 

plan and I think throughout the last summer it was very 

evident that it was an effective plan. It is a plan that 

constitutes or that includes complete liaison between the 

disaster office, the highway patrol, the attorney general's 

office and it established around-the-clock liaison with the 

police forces in our principal cities with representatives 

also here in the Capito] building and this is perhaps what 

he's telling them back in Washington and we are going to 
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continue and even improve that plan because I think that 

it is -- in view of what took place last sumrrer, it is 

absolutely imperative. 

Q Governor Reagan, back to Medi-Cal for a moment. 

There have been reports published recently about doctors 

here in California malcing $70, 000 and even in one instance 

$120,000 in one year off of Medi-Cal. To your knowledge, 

are there instances of doctors making this much money and 

if so, how do they do so? 

A Let me say yes, there have been instances, but 

also it should not be simply labeled u doctors. 11 What we 

sho.uld be using is the term "vendor" because there have been 

abuses some abuses, not only in the ranks of the profess-

ionals, but in the ranks of those purveying drugs, and so 

forth, and I use drugs now in the good sense, and in every 

instance Spencer Williams' department has been on this and 

charges have been brought against the few violatcrs in the 

~edi-Cal profession, and the others. 

Le~me also say, so there is a proper balance, because 

it is very easy to pick someone out to be the scapegoat in this 

program, there is an even larger number of doctors who are 

apparently voluntarily continuing to charge only the charge 

that they used prior to Medi-Cal when they did service for 

the county, which is far below their usual fee. And I 

think that the medical profession by and large has continued 

to do the wonderful job they've always done, in being good 

citizens and in adjusting their rates, not their service, 

to meet the ability of the individual to pay. And this 

shouldn't be overlooked in the fact that yes, there were a 

few who obv:?o:ui.sly set up shop in the more disadvantaged 

areas and just simply went into the business of treating 

Medi-Cal patients. 

Q Well, did those larger figures, though, apply 

to individuals or to units, that is where clinics, like 

or drug store, where there might be more than one pharmacist? 

A I'd rather refer you to Spence Williams on the 

specifics on that because as I say, it is not fair to say 
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that those total charges were to individual doctors alone. 

They included individuals -- included clinics, included 

vendors of material. 

Q Governor, on the -- getting back to the~ 

race board, you said you raven't paid too much attention to 

it. Has your general services director talked with you 

about his concern that the board is number one, damaging the 

pro~pects of the success of the State fair, and also contri

buting to the development of a monopoly by Santa Anita, 

Hollywood or a joint ownership of horse racing throughout 
whole 

the/state? 

A No) he hasntt talked to me. The ohly conversation 

I've had with him about the Exposition was one on an opto

mistic note when yesterday came into my office for the 

signing of some contracts which bring in and involve the 

private sector and private investment into the Exposition 

and at the time he was very optomistic and very enthusiastic 

about the progress that 1 s being made and the success of our 

policy of pay-as-you-go. I have every confidence in 

General Lolli and perhaps he hasn 1 t talked to me in the 

other because General Lolli can take care of himself pretty 

good with any boy. 

Q Do you have any concern about the conflict in 

~ between the bay area and the new Exposition? 

A No, I know this, that in the implementation of this 

new program, there's going -- there are going to be some 

spots that have to work out and I 1 m sure there are going to 

be some mistakes made because some of the areas we are going 

to have to use trial and error. Some of the fairs are 

greatly concerned now that any overlap, if a major track 
( 

is running at the tim~they -- that they hold their fair 

that this might militate against them, but in the broadening 

of the racing program, it was believed that the industry is 

now big enough in California and the state big enough to 

afford simultaneous racing in various parts of the state. 

We will have to find out about this and as I say} some of it 

will be trial and error. 
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Q Governor, you said that there were some uses which 

the Regents Committee proposes to put that charge that you 

don't agree with. What would these uses be? 

A Well, I just simply said that I had some reserva-

tions about the program that has been proposed, and I still-

frankly, I still favor the proposals that I have made. I 

propose -- I had proposed the using of half of the money for 

grants and loans to students to make it possible for more 

lower-income groups to go to school. This I still favor 

and in this part I'm in agreement with the Committee. But 

my term of faculty enrichment have not considered the 

augmenting of counseling and so forth. I had thought that 

perhaps the students paying the increased fee could benefit 

directly. We made it possible by using some of that money 

to substitute new chairs, new teaching chairs in the campuses, 

that this could go a long way toward answering the problem 

of professors engaged in research and not teaching and also 

the fact that any time that you have to economize, the first 

thing that must give way are new programs. You find yourself 

involved with just keeping up with the increased work load, 

and for this reason I still would like more consideration of 

that of that feature. 

Q Governor, you have this one last clarification on 

Medi-Qal. The $60 million deficit was paid out of last 

year's budget with the year-end surplus, is that correct? 

A Yes, due to the $40 million that unexpectedly turned 

up from the school fund and due to the economies that we were 

able to accomplish between January and June. 

SQUIRE: Governor, one question in the back row 

there. 

Thank you, Governor. 

---000---
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
Sacramento, California 
Contact: Paul Beck 
445-4571 1.16.68 

MEMO TO THE PRESS 

To clarify a comment made by Governor Reagan at his press 

conference today, he would like to point out that while he personally 

has fond memories of passenger trains and enjoys riding on them, 

he also is aware of many economic factors involved in their operation. 

The governor feels that no business, whether it be a railroad or 

another enterprise, should be forced to operate at a loss. 

# # # 


